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Untitled

Where in death shall i go now;
my stability being torn.

And falling through the false fancies of others,
I pause, to take a sip of the great departed seas;

still too salty they are for me,
but not You.

You taste of immortality

I'll Only Sell Myself to the 

Sidewalk:
A bit about art in our world

his ribs are slats of wood in a fence
as i see his stomach muscles contract,

and his sinewy arms stress up and down.

his body sings a song of thin and beauty,
soft touches and long bones,

with a story to tell

pale skins wrings out the intimidating eyes
(always seeing me)-

pieces of the fallen peaceful sky with streaks of yellow sun 
in the center, 

intensity.

sometimes i worry about his wealth of happiness,
and then i see that smile.

it brings his face into focus, anew, 
different from any other light to see him in.

his Smile brings calm to my often terrifying world
he is art if it were born...



Dollar $ign$ 

Cultures throughout the world criticize performers for selling their 
bodies, it is even likened to prostitution. What about artists? I sell my soul; I 
produce my thoughts and feelings on paper for others to scrutinize and attribute 
monetary values to. What does this mean in a spiritual sense, in an Anarchist 
sense? 

I wait for the paycheck, the phone call, or the letter- "Your piece has 
been accepted for publication". Overwhelming joy arises at the sensation of being 
saved by a company who thinks that what I have to say is good enough for them. 
What about what is good enough for me and for the other artists I flourish 
around? What about anti-copyright and FREE speech?

Free Me

The commoditization of art, an artists work and play, and ultimately the 
inner spirit. Sick. We must analyze why the paycheck is so redeeming, the 
acknowledgment so consuming- instead of what is real- free art, the spread of the 
message by any means possible, and sharing ourselves in the idealistic hope that 
eloquent and often morbidly stirring abstractions may help make this world a 
better place? 

Bubbles form around supposedly unregulated thought and they collect 
around money, the dollar sign floating above ever pen, scribbling talk of free 
thought, free love, free us.  Where is the slippery orgasmic breath in the fresh air, 
screaming what we want, and mean, and feel in every movement? There should 
be no regulation of souls, but there is, in the fast and not-so-free world the scent 
of domination is on the air, encroaching in on every facet. This is insanity, 
continuing to live by the rules we did not create and expecting a different 
outcome. It stems from somewhere deep inside, something that should retreat 
from our rebellion at every step- Society‘s  influence. Dictatorial diatribes 
streaming in from advertising, saying that only one success exists- THEIR 
success- while the nature of art itself, of human individuality, leads us towards 
direct opposition- art should break the mold, decimate it! Selling art slips it back 
in among the acceptable, the appreciable, the safe, the known. 

What is the point of being so safe if we are not who we are, if we design 
thoughts to be sold to the public, if we let the illusion they mask as choice 
become the only choices? After that, we terminate to one outcome, decay of the 
beautiful self. 

The Interview of A Life

'Can you paraphrase for me,'
said he,
so matter of fact,
with his windward tact,
'About you Blue summer?'
'I mean such a thing,
must have a beginning, and end, and a mean.'

'So, tell me of your dreams.'
And at that I thought of screams,
and a lie to tell.
Had I such a lie to sell?
To tell the truth?
Beyond the wretch I fought to hide the scent
of serene shadows forming my dissent.

I will always lie.

Lament of the Forgotten Indian

Everyone is forgotten. 
The road that leads from
the land of the known
is overgrown,

and the travelers are overthrown
by lightning driving them to run.

And the path is not the trodden
of the forgotten that have gone and to come
it is the walkway of the known
as the rush into the empty space (its made of mist),

hiding in the false faith of a choice
and pretense of reality.



They want us to sell ourselves!
They want us to sell ourselves to them; they can not buy our bodies with 

their advertisement,- NIKE swooshes and Abercrombie logos- they can not 
prevent the hats and t-shirts with subversive messages, but if they can purchase 
all of our thoughts then the bodies will follow; the spirit will lose itself to an add 
campaign or another inconsequential review. 

The stores carry trendy black clothing, with standoffish- fuck you and 
your mother- I hate the main stream proclamations. They charge outrages prices 
so that all of the American insurgents can fit in with their money, and what does 
this say to those in power- those dissatisfied with the system are not far gone 
enough to forgo capitalism. We are still capable of choosing to buy and forget the 
meaning of 'do it yourself'. The radio attempts to sell us our revolution in concert 
tickets and Cd's; music about fighting the system, whilst perpetuating the system- 
capitalism in action and all the while fooling the frantic consumer, young and old 
and urging to fit in to the anti-scene scene. Beware whose revolution you buy, for 
there are many wishing to profit off of the rebellion in each of us, sometimes too 
naive to see the difference in trend and sheer, pure, blasphemous, beautiful 
Anarchy!

Anarchy is art, anarchy should make art, and anarchy should defy the 
prosthetics propagated by the bourgeois as beauty. Everything from a massive 
spray-painted      on a dumpster to the meticulous portrait of a dead political 
figure- all of this should arise from anarchy inside us all. T-shirts should scoff at 
the government and  further our passions, but they should not cost 25$ (try duck 
tape, sharpie, patches). The songs we sing should be free, a gift from a comrade 
in arms against the swap meet of our integrity. Anarchy is the marching music, 
pumping from the base of the skull that battles the rhythm of civilization, it is the 
intense color and curvature in crayon drawings that confuse the lines, expel them, 
and it is all mater and thought arguably artistic and extreme, surging forward, 
vomiting black and red all over the bourgeois’ nicely set table!

The system fears for its order, a place that stands upon the shame and 
ignorance of the citizens. Art can lead us, it can bring us Anarchy, what they will 
surely say births chaos, wrought with violence. But their order consists only of 
oppression and exploitation. In “On Order”, Kropotkin wrote, “Order is nine-
tenths of mankind working to provide luxury, pleasure and the satisfaction of the 
most disgusting passions for a handful of idlers.”, and this is true, it is our end, 
and our means are everything they take from us in the process.

What dreams may come?
I want sidewalk drawing and poetry on bathroom walls. Seeping with 

beauty and nature, politics and pain, art should converge in every public space- 
without dollars, without constraints. I want to walk through the park and see a 
message, one about how the person there the night before felt about the sunset; I 
want mini-articles about the evils of capitalism and oppression inside library 



books to remind me of my own passion; I want human reality outside of 
television and inside thrashing experience, smiles and tears. Organizations such 
as the Guerrilla Poetics Project are living this dream of free and randomly 
inspirational art. They, and others, are finding a way to share their message, but if 
alone, just draw a picture on a bathroom wall, write a line or two in a text book, 
or scream your theater on the park tables.  Dance. Be empowered to expose the 
world to stark creativity (and even cliché if thats what you have to offer). The 
point is that you offer to us all, and we reciprocate.   

Expropriation- the deferment of goods based on need, instead of what 
can be traded for it, instead of what can be gained. Does the woman with seven 
hundred dollars in her pocket book, set aside for a piece of art, or the single 
parent in poverty need a charcoal of a naked woman more than the other? Does 
an ability to purchase, and pay heavily, alter a humans need for beautiful verse, 
for song, for theater, for dance? On expropriation, Peter Kropotkin wrote “There 
are wheels within wheels in our economic organization- the machinery is so 
complex and interdependent that no one part can be modified without disturbing 
the whole. This becomes clear as soon as an attempt is made to expropriate 
anything.” Weather it be art, land, work, or food the process must overcome the 
system universally, and can begin in any department of life. The revolution will 
have to come in full force in order to come in small segments, in order to make 
the lives of us all changed, and better. Use the creativity, stored latently, to enjoin 
the capitalist monarchy to collapse and also, to elucidate the situation to the 
masses and empower them. 

Give each other legitimate human connection, outside the grasp of big 
brother, but within his view. They should be allowed to see that we can do better 
than what they have provided us with. We are dissatisfied with wage slavery and 
infringement of rights, and I know no artists who walk into their compromises 
without struggle and tears. We can siege the boat, mutiny, and make a beautiful 
formation out of the jetsam. Our ability to create and achieve is far beyond the 
tools they are rationing to us, which leaves only one option- create our own. 

CHECK IT OUT!!!:
Http://www.sacfreepress.com/poems/about.html
guerrillapoetics.org
Davidrovics.com and his FREE music (he is awesome!) 
Http://www.soundclick.com/pro/view/01/default.cfm?BandID=111310  
Indiecharts.com
Zinelibrary.net 
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The wind blows my hair,
blows away the thought of it,
blows to take my mind.

# -102

the wholly personal revolution-
INTERNAL.

a breath of change, recurring,
A PROCESS.

what is the sensation of activism?
MY MIND TWISITNG

into a dancing form with buttons and patches
HAVE LOVE NOT FUR!

art on sidewalks, in secret, at night, WHY do I have to hide my message?
BECAUSE THEY HATE OUR FREEDOM!

We have to speak so quietly.
WHAT IS THE POINT

of quiet words and no action, or fear?
THEY KILL RIGHTS,

of the many, for the few, by the few and moronic drones without comprehension 
of what they do

TO ALL!!!
what do I have to say…

FUCK!

Orion: An Imperfect Sonnet

Her fingers captivate my skin-
Her memory spins and diffuses,
and my mind it taunts and uses-
(I will always love her more than him).

My tears still run, but they are thin,
I put on feigns and many muses,
with this facade my new love fuses,
Oh! how I miss her skin.

Her memory causes me to love none less,
but inspires passion through pain not at rest.


